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ABSTRACT
Most colon CAD (computer aided detection) software products, especially commercial products, are designed for use by
radiologists in a clinical environment. Therefore, those features that effectively assist radiologists in finding polyps are
emphasized in those tools. However, colon CAD researchers, many of whom are engineers or computer scientists, are
working with CT studies in which polyps have already been identified using CT Colonography (CTC) and/or optical
colonoscopy (OC). Their goal is to utilize that data to design a computer system that will identify all true polyps with no
false positive detections. Therefore, they are more concerned with how to reduce false positives and to understand the
behavior of the system than how to find polyps. Thus, colon CAD researchers have different requirements for tools not
found in current CAD software. We have implemented a module in 3D Slicer to assist these researchers. As with clinical
colon CAD implementations, the ability to promptly locate a polyp candidate in a 2D slice image and on a 3D colon
surface is essential for researchers. Our software provides this capability, and uniquely, for each polyp candidate, the
prediction value from a classifier is shown next to the 3D view of the polyp candidate, as well as its CTC/OC finding.
This capability makes it easier to study each false positive detection and identify its causes. We describe features in our
colon CAD system that meets researchers’ specific requirements. Our system uses an open source implementation of a
3D Slicer module, and the software is available to the pubic for use and for extension
(http://www2.wfubmc.edu/ctc/download/).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common and the second most deadly form of cancer in men and women in the
United States1. CRC largely can be prevented by detection and removal of adenomatous polyps, and survival is
significantly better when CRC is diagnosed while still localized2. Optical colonoscopy (OC) is a widely performed
medical procedure in the United States as a screening method for CRC2. It is an invasive procedure and requires
sedation. CT Colonography (CTC), also called virtual colonoscopy (VC), is another screening method, which is
minimally invasive. Based on CT images of the cleansed and air-distended colon, 2D and 3D projections are interpreted
by radiologists to determine if polyps are present, their location, and their size. Several clinical improvements in patient
preparation, technical advances in CT, and new developments in evaluation software have allowed CTC to develop into
a powerful diagnostic tool3. The use of computer aided detection (CAD) in CTC is an active research field4,5, and several
CAD systems are commercially available. In these schemes, computer software should automatically locate all clinically
relevant polyps (high sensitivity), while minimizing the number of false positives (high specificity).
Most commercial colon CAD products are designed to assist radiologists in finding polyps in a clinical environment.
However, colon CAD researchers, many of whom are engineers or computer scientists working with CT studies with
polyps identified in CTC and/or OC, are more concerned about discovering causes of false positive detections and
designing methods to reduce them. Thus, the researchers have different requirements for the tools not found in current
commercial CAD products. We have implemented a 3D Slicer module to assist researchers in colon CAD. In this
module, we integrate results from colon segmentation, polyp candidate generation, classification, and CTC/OC findings,
into one workbench, and visualize colon wall, polyp candidate surface, and voxels in one user interface. This integration
and visualization give researchers a powerful tool to study false positives and to discover the causes, which are not easily
perceptible from scattered information.
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3D Slicer (Slicer)6 is a free, open source software package for visualization and image computing. It provides
functionality for segmentation, registration, and 3D visualization of multi-modal medical image data. Slicer began as an
image-guided surgery system developed at the MIT AI Lab in collaboration with the Surgical Planning Laboratory at the
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in 19997 and has evolved to support a wide variety of clinical applications. Slicer
includes routines to read and write various file formats, manipulate 2D and 3D coordinate systems, and present a
consistent user interface paradigm and visualization metaphor8. Slicer’s component architecture is based on the concept
of modules that can provide new user interface components, new software services, or a combination thereof. Almost all
functionalities of Slicer are implemented as modules (command-line module or interactive module). In this paper, we
describe our implementation of an interactive module in Slicer to assist CTC researchers in discovering causes of false
positive detections and designing methods to reduce them.
To the best knowledge of the authors, the most recent work of CTC in Slicer was published by Nain, et al.9 The proposed
3D virtual endoscopy system allows the user to interactively explore the internal surface of a 3D anatomical model and
to create and update a fly-through trajectory through the model to simulate endoscopy. The goal in that work was to
combine the strength of 2D imaging techniques with 3D visualization in order to simulate the surgical environment and
provides the user with navigational and path creation options. Like most commercial colon CAD products, that system
assists radiologists in finding polyps in CTC rather than helps CTC researchers in discovering causes of false positive
detections. In our colon CAD, we developed a free, open source colon CAD system to meet the researchers’
requirements.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Overview of colon CAD
A colon CAD system is a multi-step procedure, typically consisting of (1) colon wall segmentation, (2) intermediate
polyp candidate generation, (3) classification for detection of final candidates, and (4) final polyp candidate
presentation10. The purpose of segmentation is to limit the search area for polyps to reduce primary processing time, and
to reduce causes of false positive detections coming from the small bowel and extra colonic structures. Generating
intermediate polyp candidates is applied to find regions which are likely polyps; each intermediate polyp candidate is
represented by features gathered from the candidate region. The goal of polyp candidate generation is to identify as
many true polyps as possible while minimizing false positives. However, since high sensitivity is important at this stage,
many false positives are generated. Thus, the intermediate polyp candidates are fed into a classifier that is trained to
reduce false positives. Positive polyp candidates filtered by a classifier are presented to users as final polyp candidates.
In this paper, we focus on the last step (final polyp candidate presentation) and describe a Slicer module which shows a
list of polyp candidates and display 3D view for each polyp candidate.
2.2 Segmentation, intermediate polyp candidate generation, and classification
The details of segmentation, generating intermediate polyp candidates, and classification are published in 11,12,13,14. In this
section, we briefly describe the procedure in each step.
A fully automatic segmentation method that has been proposed in 11 was used in our colon CAD. The algorithm uses the
geometry of the colon as features to detect and segment the lumen. First, segmentation of the volume background is done
using a region grower. The resulting connected region is used as a mask to eliminate the background during further
processing. Next, a set of thresholds is applied to generate a binary image of gas and tissue. A distance transform is then
used to locate a point inside the gas regions with a maximal distance from other tissues. This seed point is used by the
region growing algorithm to segment the gas-filled portion of the colon. An estimate of the amount of elongation of the
gas-filled object is obtained during the segmentation process and is used with the location of the seed point to decide if
the object is bowel or stomach. If the object is relatively elongated or occurs below the top one-quarter of the volume, it
is considered part of the bowel and is added to the segmentation. The algorithm then proceeds by masking the previous
grown region from the distance transform image and searching for another seed point in the remaining gas-filled
segments. Besides gas, the colon is also filled with retained residue after bowel preparation, which is homogeneous
contrast enhanced fluid (CEF). To include these CEF-filled lumen sections, the mean and Gaussian curvature at each
point on the surface are computed and relatively large areas of low curvature indicate a fluid boundary. Selective dilation
across the boundary is used to extend the gas segmentation in the residual CEF.
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In generating intermediate polyp candidates, a polyp candidate consists of a group of connected voxels, from which
geometric features are calculated and classified to identify a polyp. These candidates are initially detected using a subset
of features and segmented roughly using various heuristic means to form candidate polyp regions, over which statistics
can be computed per polyp. At each colonic wall voxel, principal, Gaussian, mean curvatures, shape index (SI) and
curvedness (CV) values are computed respectively. Voxels that have SI and CV values within predefined range are
extracted as seed voxels by thresholding (SI: [0, 0.11], CV [0.075, 0.2]). From those seed voxels, a region growing
procedure then extracts the major part of a polyp. It is reasonable to relax the ranges (SI: [0, 0.22], CV [0.05, 0.25])
around polyps’ peripheral region. Then a fuzzy c-means clustering15 is applied to remove some polyp candidates due to
image noise and effectively group voxels belonging to the same polyp in a large cluster. The clustering is based on
voxels’ feature values, which include SI, CV, magnitude of the gradient, CT intensity value, and spatial coordinates.
Further features such as gradient concentration, directional gradient concentrate, sphericity, compactness, wall/region
density and polyp radius are computed after the clustering step. These features are further characterized by statistical
operations (mean, max, min, variance, etc.) to form polyp candidates’ features. An intermediate polyp candidate is
considered as a true positive detection if the distance between it and the center of a polyp (detected in CTC/OC) is equal
to or less than the polyp size measured in CTC/OC.
In classification for detection of final candidates, several algorithms have been investigated in our CAD system,
including support vector machines (SVMs), AdaBoost, artificial neural network, C4.5 decision tree, etc. We use the
classification results from SVMs in this paper for its balanced performance in terms of sensitivity, specificity, and area
under ROC curve (AUC)13,14. For the classification task in a colon CAD system, the training data is extremely
imbalanced because there are many more false positive detections than true positive ones in the intermediate polyp
candidates. Simply training a classifier with this imbalanced data will produce an uninformative result since the classifier
can reach very high accuracy by classifying all polyp candidates as false positive detections. In order to overcome this
imbalanced data problem, we employed the SMOTE oversampling technique16 during classifier training. Another issue
in classification task is to determine the value for parameters for each classification algorithm, e.g., what kernel function
should be used in SVMs. In our colon CAD, we tuned the parameters experimentally. A classifier with different values
for each parameter is trained and tested in a computer cluster environment. Trained classifiers are evaluated using 10fold cross-validation method and are ranked according to different combinations of criteria: sensitivity, specificity, and
AUC. The output of each classifier is mapped to a prediction value ranging from 0 to 1. In the implementation, we use
the open source machine learning software WEKA17.
2.3 Presentation of the polyp candidates – a Slicer module to integrate and visualize polyp candidates
The input to the Slicer module includes three parts: 1) the segmentation file of the colon wall, which is label map
indicating inside and outside of colon wall. 2) The intermediate polyp candidates’ feature files. As mentioned above,
each intermediate polyp candidate is generated from clustering seed voxels. The features for intermediate polyp
candidates and features for seed voxels are stored separately, and the relationship between each intermediate and its seed
voxels are established through an assigned polyp id. 3) The classification file that includes the predication value for each
intermediate polyp candidate and the CTC/OC finding (“1” indicates an intermediate polyp candidate is true positive;
“0” indicates false positive). Normally these three inputs are stored in different files making it difficult to analyze the
false positive intermediate polyp candidates. In the next sections, we describe a Slicer module that integrates this
information into one workbench and allows one to the visualize colon wall, polyp candidate surface, and voxels in one
user interface. In this way, allowing discovery of the basis for the many false positives.
Figure 1 illustrates how to use this Slicer module. This includes the following steps: load CT study, load intermediate
polyp candidates (including its seed voxels), load segmentation result, locate a polyp candidate, observe the polyp
candidate in 2D views (sagittal, coronal, and axial), and visualize the polyp candidate in a 3D view. The first step, load
CT study, is done through Slicer’s volumes module. In loading intermediate polyp candidates, the filenames for polyp
candidates’ features, seed voxels’ features, and classifier’s prediction value are specified in a panel as shown in figure 2.
Each file is a text file; the appendix describes its format. After this step, a list of intermediate polyp candidates is shown
as in the lower part of the figure 2. The 1st column is the assigned polyp id. The next three columns are DICOM
coordinates for each intermediate polyp candidate. The 4th column, pred 0, is the classifier’s predication value for this
intermediate polyp candidate. A value close to 1 means this intermediate polyp candidate is most likely to be a negative
detection. In the 5th column, a value close to 1 means this intermediate polyp candidate is most likely to be positive. The
last column, target, is the CTC/OC finding; A value of “1” indicates that there is a true polyp found near the location of
that intermediate polyp candidate in CTC/OC, while “0” indicates no nearby polyp. In the third step, load segmentation
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result, a label map file (in VTK format as described in appendix) is loaded and a contour is applied to generate the colon
surface. Since Slicer uses a RAS (Right, Anterior, Superior) coordinate system, which is different from a DICOM
coordinate system (Left, Posterior, Superior), the colon surface must be transformed in order to properly locate each
polyp candidate on the colon wall.

Load CT study

Locate a polyp candidate

Load polyps/voxels

Observe it in 2D

Load segmentation

Visualize it in 3D

Figure 1. Overall procedure of using the Slicer module to integrate and visualize polyp candidates

Figure 3 shows the user interface of the Slicer module which is designed to present polyp candidates. To locate an
intermediate polyp candidate in step four, users click on a polyp candidate in the list (figure 2). The three 2D views of
the CT image (sagittal, coronal, and axial) will automatically display the correct slice according to the polyp candidate’s
location, and a square is placed at the location of the polyp candidate (figure 3, right bottom). At the same time, a dot is
shown on the colon surface in the 3D view (figure 3, right top). Users can either observe the details of the polyp
candidate in 2D views or visualize it in 3D view by clicking on the dot on the colon surface. To display the 3D view of
the polyp candidate, a small segment of CT volume is extracted and a contour operation is applied to generate the polyp
candidate surface. All seed voxels for that polyp candidate are shown as small dots inside the polyp candidate region
(figure 5, 6). As we can see in figure 3, all distributed information from different steps in a colon CAD is integrated into
this user interface. Easy access to both 2D and 3D views of each polyp candidates gives CTC researchers a good
opportunity to discover the root causes of false positive detections. Moreover, the distribution of all intermediate polyp
candidates for a CT study could be seen in one diagram as shown in figure 4.

3. DATA AND RESULTS
We conducted an experiment on WRAMC CTC data acquired by Pickhardt18 and provided by the NIH. We selected five
patients with 12 polyps (>=6mm) found in CTC/OC. Our CAD detected 66 polyps, 12 being true positives and 54 being
false positives. Among the false positives, 33 are on haustral folds (figure 6a and 6b), 5 are small bump clusters (figure
6c), 4 are small polyps (figure 6d), and 1 is rectal tube (figure 6e).
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Figure 2. A panel to load and display intermediate polyp candidates

Figure 3. The user interface of the Slicer module to present polyp candidates
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Figure 4. All intermediate polyp candidates for a CT study which are indicated by dots on a colon wall

3.1 True positive detections
Figure 5 shows examples of polyps that are successfully detected in our CAD. The prediction values of these polyp
candidates are close to 1, which strongly suggests that these are true positive detections. The seed voxels for these polyp
candidates are closely clustered inside of the polyp. The pattern of spatial distribution of voxels in true positives (figure
5d) is a strong contrast to the one in false positives (figure 6b): the voxels for true positives form a dense cloud of white
dots inside a polyp whereas voxels belonging to false positives (on haustral folds) are adjacent to colon wall. This
difference in spatial distribution of seed voxels implies that this distribution could be a useful feature in false positives
reduction.

a

b

c

d

Figure 5. Examples of true positive detections. The red surface is colon wall around polyp candidate region and white dots
are seed voxels for that polyp candidate.

3.2 False positive detections
Figure 6 shows four typical causes of false positives in our CAD. The majority of false positives are on haustral folds,
which comprises up to 61% of all false positives in our experiment. In the majority of these false positives, voxels are
close to colon wall as in figure 6b. Another type of false positives (figure 6c) consists of several clusters of small bumps.
Although each individual bump could be recognized by the classifier as a non-polyp because of its small size, three
closely located small bumps may cause a false positive. Figure 6d is a small size polyp, and figure 6e is a rectal tube.
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Figure 6. Four causes of false positives: (a, b) haustral fold, (c) clusters of small bump (d) small polyp (e) rectal tube

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We implemented a Slicer module based on version 3.3 of Slicer on the Windows XP platform. Porting it to Linux and
Mac platforms shouldn’t be difficult since platform independence is seriously considered in our implementation.
In our colon CAD, we present all intermediate polyp candidates rather than final candidates for two reasons. First, even
though some intermediate polyp candidates are correctly classified as negative detections, the prediction value for them
are close to 0.5 which implies that the classifier is not very confident to put it as a negative one. Only presenting final
polyp candidates, as most commercial colon CAD products do, prevents researchers from studying some intermediate
polyp candidates that are similar to polyps. Therefore, we list all intermediate polyp candidates to researchers and let
them select one to study. Second, presenting all intermediate polyp candidates makes it easier to evaluate the
performance of each step in a colon CAD, i.e., segmentation, generating intermediate polyp candidates, and
classification. And it encourages researchers to design a better subsystem in a colon CAD.
In our colon CAD system, several parameters need to be configured experimentally. Please see previous
publication11,12,13,14 for parameter configuration in each individual subsystem. In this Slicer module, two parameters are
set in according to the visual effect of polyp candidates. The first parameter is the size of CT volume for each polyp
candidate. We crop a CT volume of about 30mm x 30mm x 30mm to get a better coverage of polyp candidates. The
second parameter is the threshold value to contour polyp surface. We use -800 as the threshold because it provides the
best view of the polyp surface.
In conclusion, we implemented an open source colon CAD system to meet the requirements of researchers in CTC finding causes of false positive detections and design methods to reduce them. We use Slicer as a platform and integrate
results from segmentation, intermediate polyp candidate generation, and classification into one user interface. The
visualization of colon surface, polyp candidates, and seed voxels of each polyp candidate gives researchers more power
in studying false positive detections. Using this colon CAD we identified four typical causes of false positives in our
experimental data. In the future, we will analyze more false positives and design methods to improve the detection
performance of our colon CAD.

5. APPENDIX
5.1 Format of segmentation file:
In the VTK file, the following code scheme is used to represent the type of each voxel.
0: background: not in colon lumen or adjacent to colon wall.
1: lumen: voxel on the interior of the colon
100: colon wall: any voxel adjacent to lumen, may or may not be a polyp candidate.
100+ID: polyp id: polyp candidate voxel which belongs to polyp candidate number ID.
5.2 Format of intermediate polyp candidate feature file:
There are 94 columns with 89 of which are polyp features. Each row represents an intermediate polyp candidate:
#Study_id,polyp_id,centerx,centery,centerz,mean_SI,max_SI,min_SI,var_SIskew_SI,kurt_SI,contrast_SI,…
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1,1,4.0347,-40.2952,-350.4048,0.1546,0.2485,0.0232,0.0042,-0.568, -0.6806,0.0932,…
5.3 Format of seed voxels feature file:
There are 16 columns with nice of which are voxel features. Each row represents a seed voxel:
#polypid,centerx,centery,centerz,index_x,index_y,index_z,SI,CV,DGC,GC,Gradient_mag,Gaussian_curvature,Mea
n_curvature,Min_curvature,Max_curvature
1,4.0347,-40.2952,-350.4048,111,212,336,0.1052,0.1164,0.0953,0.467,54.4643,0.0107,0.1101,0.0724,0.1479
5.4 Format of classifier’s prediction file:
There are five columns with each row representing an intermediate polyp candidate:
#study_id,polyp_id,CTC/OC finding,prediction value for negative, prediction value for positive
WRAMC_VC-008/2/15,12,0,0.9318,0.0682
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